About Woven Electronics:
Woven was founded in 1972 as a family owned business manufacturing wiring harnesses. The early product designs utilized textile weaving technology to manufacture unique harness packaging solutions to provide savings in weight, space, and cost. Woven now offers a wide variety of harness designs, primarily for the aerospace and military industries. As its product portfolio expanded, Woven had to improve its product design and development capabilities to meet the more stringent requirements of its customers.

TPM has been a reliable design software and hardware provider to Woven for many years. TPM has provided all of the AutoCAD and SolidWorks licenses, as well as large format scanners and plotters. Most recently, TPM provided a new MarkForged 3D printer for rapid prototyping and fixturing. They continue to provide the raw material and service for the 3D printer and plotters. TPM has been very responsive in providing cost-effective solutions to Woven’s design software and printing needs.

“TPM had always been very responsive in supporting our design software and printing needs”

Ben Freeman
Engineering Director
Woven Electronics